
Elwald to Ellot
This is going to show how Elwald became Ellot.

Elwald also of similarity Elwold, Ellwood, and Elwand.

What Elwald, Elwold, Elwand, and Ellot have in common is the 
El/Ell which is a unit of measurement;

The Scottish used the el/ell, for measurement, and the English used a 
yard, but they also had an el/ell. The Scandinavian countries used 



ells. 

In Scottish measurements there are six el/ell (ellis) to a fall.
Land is shown as measured in el/ell (ellis); eighteen ellis of land.



The above shows the Scots use ells for acres of Scotland.



Elwand;







Elwand according to The Dictionary of the Scottish Language DSL, 
means; an ell-measure.

So the el/ell, part of the name in Scotland means; measured.

A measured; wald, wold, wood, and lot.
Wald has usage in the border region of Scotland, and here it had 
meaning. It should be noted that from about 1320-1600, Scotland 
and England were two different countries with their own languages.
The English used the yard, and the Scottish used the ell.

Wald;



Wald is used with Germanic-Saxon origins for forest. So Elwald of 
derived from a Saxon-Saintly name of King/Saint Elwald buried at 
Hexam Abbey, means a measured forest, a forest stead (lot).

 In Low German, for wald it is wold and in English it is wood, and in 
American English it is woods.

In times past not all land was measured (survey), so an elwald,  
elwold, elwood/ellwood, meant a measured piece of forest which can 
be owned, as opposed to common or shared forest which at the time 
was not  measured.



Lot;

Old High German lot “share of land”

Ellot, and Arbirlot named above ca 1580 previous to the Union of 
the Crowns, when the Scots began adopting English units of 



measurement. 



What today is referred to as an acre lot, when the Scots measured in 
el it is referred to as an el lot.



Arbir (arbor) lot is a predecessor to arboretum.

When the Ellot Burn was named in 
the sixteenth century Angus, Scotland, 
it meant the river traveled through 
measured land. In this region an ellot 
would be a farm lot,  farmland or 
farmstead, of measured area in el/ell.
 

Abirlot was named after orchard, or a 
tree garden, in among the ellot.



It is in the region of the Scot, and Elwald in which Elwald became 
Ellot. So what did ellot meaning measured land mean in this region.
The word elwald in this area meant measured forest, with saintly 
origins. 

In the area of the Scot and the Ellot what kind of land was there.

The Ellot and Scot were of the Ettrick Forest, and in this region it is 
a forest stead, or forest lot.



It can be seen, that a Sir Walter Scoot, of Howpaslot, (hollow pass 
through a lot containing trees), is a tutor of Buccleuch 1504.

Walter Scot of Howpaslot was convicted of destroying the wood in 
Ettrick-Forest.   So in this region elwald, and ellot had the same 
meaning, but elwald was related to a saint, and saintly names were 



changed by the Elwald family near the time of the Reformation, 
when the family dropped the saintly religion of The Church of 
Rome.

So Elwald was changed to Ellot in the Ettrick Forest Region, in 
retention of the same meaning, but dropping the saint.

It should be noted that the name Ellot, lost meaning when the Scots 
dropped the el/ell for the unit of area and went towards English 
Imperial measurements of yard (square yard) and acre, after The 
Union of the Crowns. The name seemed to be changed to a form of 
an e replacing the o, as Ellet for Ellot, then became Elliot by 
inserting an “i”.
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